ABSTRACT. In connection with proving the A 2 conjecture in 2010, T. Hytönen obtained a representation of general Calderón-Zygmund operators in terms of simpler operators known as Haar shifts. In this note, we prove that the result is sharp in the sense that Haar shift representations of Hytönen's type are only available for Calderón-Zygmund operators.
INTRODUCTION
Calderón-Zygmund operators are, by definition, bounded linear mappings T : Representation theorems usually come bundled with a more or less trivial converse, stating, in brief, that the result cannot be further generalized: for example, this is the case with Riesz and Radon-Nikodym representation, since every regular Borel measure gives rise to a continuous linear functional on C 0 (X), and measurable functions generate absolutely continuous measures in an obvious fashion. The existence of such a converse to the Hytönen representation was not discussed in [1] , the most likely reason being that the point was not interesting so far as the immediate applications of the representation were concerned. In this note, we settle the issue: it turns out that the right hand side of (1.4) always defines a Calderón-Zygmund operator. The proof is not quite as straightforward as in the Riesz and Radon-Nikodym cases: this is due to the fact that the individual shifts S ω m,n are not Calderón-Zygmund operators, which means that the averaging element E ω is essential for the argument.
DYADIC GRIDS AND THE HAAR SHIFT REPRESENTATION
We start by defining the Haar shifts, and also some basic concepts necessary to understand them. Our exposition follows closely the ones given in [2] and [3] .
Definition 2.1 (Dyadic grids). A dyadic grid is any collection
. These cubes are called the children of Q, and their collection is denoted by ch(Q).
The standard dyadic grid D 0 is an example of a dyadic grid in the above sense. By definition, the collection D 0 consists of all cubes
Definition 2.2 (Haar functions)
. Let D be a dyadic grid, and let Q ∈ D be a cube.
A Haar function associated with Q is any function h Q of the form
Remark 2.3. Note that our definition of Haar functions is slightly unconventional, as one often requires these functions to have vanishing integral in addition to the previous hypotheses. We have no need for this assumption, however, so we omit it to avoid an unnecessary reduction of generality in Theorem 3.1.
Definition 2.4 (Haar shift operators). Let D be a dyadic grid, and let
where h 
5. We will save some vertical space by using the abbreviation
(m,n)
We should also mention that the notation A B, already used in the introduction, means that A ≤ CB, where the constant C > 0 depends only on d and, occasionally, the parameter δ.
Definition 2.6 (Random dyadic grids). Let
The collection D ω is a dyadic grid in the sense of Definition 2.1, for any choice of ω ∈ Ω. The product probability measure on Ω is denoted by P, and the symbol E ω will always refer to expectation with respect to P. 
certainly defines a bounded linear operator S : In order to prove the theorem, we need to carry out the following tasks:
(ii) Prove that K satisfies the estimates (1.2) and (1.3) with the exponent δ defined above.
Guessing the correct kernel is easy. Recalling the definition of Haar shifts, K can be nothing else but
With this definition, K(x, y) makes sense for x = y. Indeed, note that the functions h
Using this and the normalization h
This not only shows that K(x, y) makes sense for x = y, but also proves the (easier) estimate (1.2) for K.
Next, let us check that S admits the integral representation (1.1) for bounded compactly supported functions f and g with disjoint supports. Since the supports have positive distance, say dist(supp f, supp g) =: ǫ > 0, we have
independently of ω ∈ Ω, and this allows us to use Fubini's theorem:
3.1. Hölder continuity of K. It remains to prove the estimate (1.3) for K. By symmetry, it suffices to establish
with x = y and |x − x ′ | < |x − y|/2. To this end, we need
Proof. By definition, the cubes in
, so the probability in question is simply
A simple geometric argument shows that this probability is the same for every x ∈ R d and equals
Proof of (1.3) .
, and for k ∈ N \ {0} define
, which means that P almost every ω belongs to only finitely many of the sets E k : thus P almost every ω lies in
. Now we decompose the expectation E ω in the definition of K(x, y) using the sets G k :
Fixing k ∈ N, we now plan to estimate the P-integral over the set G k . Let
to be chosen in a moment, is an integer depending only on the dimension d. Fix ω ∈ G k . We claim that
for any Q ∈ D ω . Assume the contrary, and let Q ∈ D ω such that (3.4) fails. Then Q contains y and at least one of the points x, x ′ . Since |x − x ′ | < |x − y|/2, this implies ℓ(Q) |x − y|. Let R ∈ D ω be the cube of side-length ℓ(R) = 2 −m−1 ℓ(Q), which contains x. Then, as m
Now we fix k d ∈ N so large that ℓ(R) ≥ 2 k+1−N |x − y| above, and then
by the choice of N ∈ N. Next, letQ be the cube in
, and the estimate for ℓ(R) above, we have ℓ(R) ≥ ℓ(Q), and soQ ⊂ R. Since ω / ∈ E k+1 , we may infer that
Now it suffices to note that the functions h 
As we saw while proving (1.2), the expression inside the absolute values can be bounded by a dimensional constant times max{|x − y| −d , |x
. The summation over n ∈ Z + only contributes a multiplicative constant depending on δ, so we may continue the previous estimate by . . . 
